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Summary
Full-waveform inversion (FWI) is a data fitting technique
used to estimate properties of the Earth from seismic data
by minimizing the misfit between observed and simulated
seismograms. Because of very high computational cost, this
technique has so far been used either in a 2D fully elastic
formulation or in a 3D acoustic formulation, when applied
to active-source surveys in order to image the shallow
subsurface (i.e., down to the first few kilometers).
However, the Earth is three-dimensional, (visco)elastic and
highly heterogeneous. Therefore, obtaining more accurate
models requires solving the full 3D elastic wave equation.
In this study, we use an envelope-based misfit function to
construct shallow 3D models of shear wavespeed while
inverting surface waves. The envelope-based misfit
function has proven to be effective for inverting surface
waves, which are particularly exposed to the cycle-skipping
problem. To accurately model the wavefield in the presence
of complex topography, we use a spectral-element wave
propagation code. A synthetic example on the SEAM Phase
II foothills model illustrates that inversion of surface waves
at the initial stages in such a challenging environment
allows us to obtain an improved shear wavespeed starting
model for traditional FWI.

Rather than removing them from the data (e.g., via an FKfilter or simply muting them, as is frequently done in the
seismic exploration community), we prefer to use surface
waves as an additional source of information on nearsubsurface structure. However, inversion of these
waveforms makes conventional waveform-difference (WD)
FWI highly sensitive to the initial model due to the
increased nonlinear behavior of the misfit function. Here
we extend the approach of Yuan et al. (2015) to 3D
geometry, in which an envelope-difference (ED) misfit
function is used for inverting surface waves in the early
stages of the inversion to improve shallow constraints on P
and S wavespeeds. We demonstrate that the reliable nearsurface velocity model allows us to better reconstruct the
deeper structure in the later stages, when inverting body
waves using a WD misfit function.
To demonstrate our approach, we perform 3D elastic FWI
on the synthetic 3D SEAM Phase II foothills model
(Oristaglio, 2012). To handle strong variations in
topography, we use a solver based on the spectral-element
method (Komatitsch and Vilotte, 1998; Komatitsch and
Tromp, 1999), which allows for accurate wavefield
simulations in the context of complex geological settings.
Envelope-based waveform inversion

Introduction
Full-waveform inversion (FWI), introduced by Lailly
(1983) and Tarantola (1984), is a data fitting approach to
estimating elastic parameters of the Earth (e.g.,
compressional and/or shear wavespeeds) from seismic data.
The main goal consists of minimizing the data difference
between observed and synthetic seismograms through a
local optimization process. The gradient of the data misfit
for the model update at each iteration is efficiently
calculated using the adjoint-state method (Chavent, 1974).
Compared to first-arrival traveltime tomography, FWI
wavespeed models generally have better resolution, which
often leads to a better-migrated image. However, because
of the ill-posed and highly non-linear character of the
seismic inversion, the technique often suffers from cycleskipping as a result of an inaccurate starting model and/or
lack of reliable low-frequency information in the data
(Virieux and Operto, 2009).
In land surveys, seismic traces recorded at the surface are
dominated by high-amplitude and dispersive surface waves.
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First we recapitulate what the envelope of a signal is.
Envelopes have shown to yield good measures of misfit in
seismic inverse problems (e.g., Bozdağ et al., 2011; Wu et
al., 2014). A signal with no negative-frequency components
is called an analytic signal f! (t) if it is constructed from a
real signal f(t) and its Hilbert transform H{f(t)}:

f! (t) = f (t) + iH { f (t)} = E(t)eiφ (t ) ,
where φ (t) is the instantaneous phase

φ (t) = arctan

ℑ{ f! (t)}
,
ℜ{ f! (t)}

and E(t) is the instantaneous amplitude or envelope

E(t) = ℜ{ f! (t)}2 + ℑ{ f! (t)}2 .
The conventional least-squares waveform-difference misfit
function between observed d(xr,xs,t;m) and synthetic
s(xr,xs,t;m) data can be defined as:
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χ W (m) =

2
T
1
s(xr , xs ,t; m) − d(xr , xs ,t) dt,
∑
∫
2 s,r 0

where T is a recording time and summation is over each
source and receiver pair. The corresponding expression for
the source of the adjoint wavefield can be written as:

fW† (x, t) = ∑ [ s(x, t;m) − d(x, t)] δ (x − xr ).
r

As an alternative, here we use the ED misfit function
defined in the manner of Yuan et al. (2015):

χ E (m) =

2
T
1
Es (xr , xs ,t; m) − Ed (xr , xs ,t) dt,
∑
∫
2 s,r 0

where Es and Ed are the envelopes of synthetic and observed
data, respectively. The corresponding adjoint source for a
single source xs can be formulated as:

fE† (x,t) = ∑ ⎡⎣ E rat s − H {E rat Hs} ⎤⎦ δ (x − xr ),
r

rat

measures the relative difference between
where E
synthetic and observed envelopes, namely

E rat =

E s − Ed
.
Es

Injecting all adjoint sources simultaneously at all receiver
locations generates the adjoint wavefield. The gradient is
formed as a sum of all kernels, where each kernel is
calculated from the zero-lag cross-correlation between the
forward and adjoint wavefield for each individual event. In
the next section we will show that the envelope misfit
function designed in the described manner is a robust
measure for highly nonlinear inversion of surface waves.
Synthetic example
We demonstrate our approach using the SEAM Phase II
foothills model. To reduce the overall running time of the
inversion, we select a portion of the original model. The
selected volume is 7 x 3.5 x 3 km^3 in the X, Y and Z
directions, respectively (Figure 1a). Topography contains
strong variations (up to 900 m) and thus has a significant
influence on recorded seismograms (e.g., Shin et al., 2013).
The quality of the forward modelling in such challenging
conditions with commonly used finite-difference (FD)
methods will be strongly compromised because of staircase
artifacts and inaccuracies related to the implementation of
the free-surface condition. Here we prefer to use a spectralelement (SEM) solver, which, being based on a weak
method, accurately captures topographic effects and
naturally takes into account the free-surface condition. The
mesh (Figure 1b) is constructed before the inversion and
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there is no need to rebuild it between the FWI iterations.
Moreover, we found that the SEM modeling in case of a
regular mesh (i.e., a mesh without distorted elements due to
the presence of complex topography/bathymetry) is almost
as efficient as our FD implementation (2nd order accurate in
time and 4th order accurate in space) when a similar grid
spacing is chosen for the two methods.
The true models contain strong variations in P and S
wavespeeds and density. The variation in shear wavespeed
in some locations is more than 1 km/s. This justifies our
choice of a 3D elastic formulation, because the presence of
strong elastic effects in observed data can significantly
distort the inversion results if the acoustic approximation is
used (e.g., Barnes and Charara, 2009; Borisov et al., 2015).
Starting P wavespeed, S wavespeed, and density models
were derived by smoothing the true model. For the
inversion, we used 72 sources and 2,502 receivers regularly
distributed on the surface. The distance between shots is
600 m in the X and Y directions, while the distance
between receivers is 50 m and 200 m, respectively. Each
source represents a force applied in the vertical direction
with a Ricker wavelet as a source time function. To make
the inversion more difficult, we use a relatively high
frequency band (with a dominant frequency of 6 Hz) and
we do not use a frequency multi-scale approach in the
manner of Bunks et al. (1995) or Yuan et. al (2015).
Furthermore, only the vertical component is used for all
receivers. For the inversion, we used L-BFGS model
updates with standard safeguards (e.g., Dennis and
Schnabel 1996) that help provide numerical stability.
Figure 2 shows a comparison between the true, initial, and
inverted models. At the initial stage we used the ED misfit
function while inverting the entire content of the
seismograms. After 30 iterations the S wavespeed model is
significantly improved in the shallow part (Figures 2e and
2f). We used this result as input for the WD-FWI. After
another 30 iterations the results show further refinements
(Figures 2g and 2h). Source records for the shot located at
x = 1 km, y = 1.75 km are shown in Figure 3. As the
shallow part of the true model contains strong
heterogeneities, the observed data are dominated by strong
amplitude and dispersive Rayleigh surface waves. In
contrast, the surface waves in the initial synthetics are
much less dispersive because the starting model is
relatively smooth. It is clear that the synthetic shot gather
generated on a model inverted using envelope-based FWI
agrees much more closely with the observed one. It is
worth mentioning that the WD-FWI applied directly to the
starting model (i.e., without ED-FWI) failed after a few
unsuccessful trials of finding an adequate step length that
reduces the misfit function.
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Figure 1: Portion of the 3D SEAM Phase II foothills model. Shear wavespeed (a) and the corresponding mesh (b).

Figure 2: 3D elastic FWI results. Vertical slices (left) and horizontal slices at 1.7 km depth (right). True (a & b); initial (c & d); envelopedifference FWI (e & f); and waveform-difference FWI (g & h) models.
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Figure 4: Trace comparisons from the shot record shown in figure
3. Trace located at x = 5.5 km: (a) observed trace and initial
synthetics; (b) observed and initial envelopes; (c) observed trace
and synthetic trace after envelope FWI; (d) observed and synthetic
envelopes after envelope FWI.

Conclusions

Figure 3: A shot record of the SEAM Phase II foothills model,
vertical component of velocity: observed traces (top), initial
synthetics (middle) and synthetics after envelope FWI (bottom).

We performed 3D elastic FWI of surface and body waves
in the presence of strong wavespeed contrasts and
variations in the topography. The envelope-based misfit
function is shown to be effective for inverting surface
waves, which are particularly exposed to the cycle-skipping
problem. A synthetic example for the 3D SEAM Phase II
foothills model illustrates that inversion of surface waves at
the initial stages furnishes an improved starting shear
wavespeed model for traditional FWI. Accurate wavefield
modeling using 3D elastic spectral-element simulations is
an important factor for a successful waveform inversion in
such challenging geological settings.
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